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It is important never to be too much in awe of your research subjects. Every theologian, however 

great, in the library of books and essays they produce in a lifetime, will bequeath to history one or two 

duds, the sort of clangers that make them shudder in their grave every time a student reads them. 

Karl Rahner's "Priest and Poet" is such a clanger that it needs a penny whistle and a soup dragon to 

really do it justice. For anyone used to Rahner's dense but through-composed argumentative style, 

this foreword to a collection of poems written by a fellow Jesuit evokes a sense of disorientation and 

amused bafflement which is not that far from that which I observed when I forced my American other 

half to watch an episode of Oliver Postgate's children's series about a family of shrews that live on the 

moon. This is not Rahner at his best. It is also Rahner at his least theologically rigorous and expansive. 

And I don't think it is an insult to Fr Karl to have a little friendly giggle at "Priest and Poet"'s expense. 

 

Rahner sets out to reinterpret and present the ministries of the priest and the poet by reference to 

one another. But from the very beginning, Rahner's argument is problematic. We will see how 

Rahner's concept of primordial words sacramentalises verbal communication to a point at which a 

theology of human words might be indistinguishable from Christology, and in such a way that it is hard 

to see how non-verbal communication – both in terms of non-verbal artistic expression and how non-

verbal people might communicate and receive the gospel – could have a salvific or evangelistic 

property that is any way comparable to words. Rahner's emphasis on the role of the priest and the 

words of institution (the anamnesis) is too brittle to provide a theology for Christian creativity. 

 

 

(i) Primordial words 

 

Rahner begins by distinguishing primordial words from 'fabricated, technical, utility words'.1 He argues 

that, since our body and soul 'exist in a substantial unity', word is 'thought become incarnate', 'the 

corporeal state in which what we now experience and think first begins to exist by fashioning itself 

into this its word-body' ['word-body' one word]. Rahner emphasises that 'the word is the embodied 

                                                        
1 "Priest and Poet" in TI 3.20, pp.294-317, p.296. 
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thought, not the embodiment of the thought.'2 From the beginning of his argument, if Rahner is 

applying the language of Christology to his argument as decorative makeup, he is applying it with a 

trowel. Incarnation - word-body union - substantial embodiment: we are meant to hear this 

Christologically. 

 

But this does not apply to all words. The technical everyday words we use to simply communicate and 

denote are not primordial words. Primordial words are: 'words which [in a sense] have always existed 

or are newly born as by a miracle,... words which by a kind of enchantment produce in the person who 

listens to them what they are expressing..., words which render a single thing translucent to the 

infinity of all reality.' These primordial words are not simply made up by people to denote things: 'they 

have power over us, because they are gifts of God, not creations of men, even though perhaps they 

came to us through men.'3 They 'are filled with the soft music of infinity' and 'always whisper 

something about everything'.4 They seem to be in some sense alive for Rahner: they are 'living words 

in their living being and movement' which cannot be defined but can be 'taken apart by being killed.'5 

The primordial words, for Rahner, have a living, Christ-like quality. As Rahner puts it, 'They are words 

of an endless crossing of borders, therefore words on which in some way our very salvation depends.'6 

 

(ii) The poet as one who speaks primordial words in powerful concentration 

 

What defines a poet for Rahner is that the poet is one who is 'capable of speaking the primordial 

words in powerful concentration.'7 All of us speak primordial words - if we didn't Rahner says that we 

would have 'sunk completely into spiritual death.'8 But a poet speaks them in powerful concentration, 

and not merely in more pleasing forms than anyone else.9 And here, Rahner's argument begins to get 

particularly problematic. If poets utter primordial words, 'then they are beautiful. For real beauty is 

the pure appearance of reality as brought about principally in the word.'10 Now a theology of beauty 

which has at its heart the reflection of truth should not be controversial for Christians, but Rahner 

situates this 'pure appearance of reality' primarily in verbal beauty. Rahner is not unaware of the 

problem, but offers the sort of non-apology which would make a politician proud: 

                                                        
2 ibid. p.295. 
3 ibid. p.295-296. 
4 ibid. p.297. 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. p.298. 
7 ibid. p.301. 
8 ibid. 
9 ibid. 
10 ibid. 
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We have no desire to say anything here against music. It is too full of mystery. Nevertheless, perhaps lovers 

of music who are at the same time theologians might give a thought to the fact that God revealed himself in 

word and not in purely tonal music.11 

Here, apart from being snarky, Rahner exposes the underbelly of his distinction between words and 

non-verbal art forms.  First, he argues that 'the other arts can represent in the first place only what is 

apprehended and circumscribed.'12 This seems to me a very weak argument. If the arts are about 

anything, and if what artists tell us about the importance of creative process has any bearing, then the 

arts are not about having a verbal clarity when you start and translating that clear message into your 

medium of choice.  

 

But what about Rahner's next argument? This is that: 

the word alone is the gesture which transcends everything that can be represented and imagined, 

to refer us to infinity. It alone can redeem that which constitutes the ultimate imprisonment of all 

realities which are not expressed in word: the dumbness of their reference to God.13 

For Rahner, words in general redeem all things by giving them a spiritual body in which to reach their 

fulfilment. In this sense, words are sacraments: in a word, a reality can communicate itself to us and 

can achieve its destiny of being known and loved.14 General words do this for everyday concepts, but 

primordial words do this for the infinite, the transcendent, the divine. Primordial words have the 

ability to give bodily form in us to infinite concepts, and so they communicate infinite concepts to us 

in bodily form. As Rahner puts it, 'For this reason, the primordial word, before all other expressions, 

is the primordial sacrament of all realities. And the poet is the minister of this sacrament.'15 

 

 

(iii) Primordial words and anamnesis 

 

I want to focus now on one element in that argument to make things clearer. That 'the word alone... 

can redeem that which constitutes the ultimate imprisonment of all realities which are not expressed 

in word: the dumbness of their reference to God.'16 How does Rahner think that words, and principally 

the primordial words, redeem the dumbness of realities in their reference to God? The starting point 

                                                        
11 ibid, pp.301-302. 
12 ibid, p.302. 
13 ibid. 
14 ibid. p.300-301. 
15 ibid. 
16 ibid, p.302. 
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is that all reality is pointing towards God the Creator and cause of all things17 but that these realities 

cannot give voice to their reference, their pointing to God. How do words do that for them?  

 

Rahner talks for a while about Kerygma, that the eternal Logos of God was made flesh and so 'did 

become the word of man'.18 The word, 'the bodiliness of [God's] grace'19 is 'one of the constitutive 

elements of the presence of God in the world',20 and the priest is the herald of this word of God in the 

kerygma (a charge of clericalism would stick to Rahner here like glue).21 The role of this herald, the 

priest, is particularly important because, like all other realities which must be spoken in order to reach 

their fulfilment in being known and loved, the God who is Love must also be spoken, accepted and 

answered, if the love between the believer and God is to reach its fulfilment.22 So, as Rahner puts it, 

'God's grace itself only reaches its own fulfilment when it is spoken. Then it is really present.'23 

 

A making present of God's grace, by the speaking of words by a priest. Do anyone's thoughts turn to 

the Eucharist? Rahner's certainly do. If the passing of the kerygma, the speaking of the Gospel, is the 

way of embodying and making present God's grace, then (Rahner says, and I include quite a large 

block-quote): 

The most effective way of speaking about these mysteries, too, is by speaking effectively about the Body 

and Blood of the Lord. But it is the word of Consecration that speaks of this. It speaks in such a way, that 

what was spoken of is now present. Everything is then present: heaven and earth, Godhead and manhood, 

body and blood, soul and spirit, life and death, Church and individual, past and eternal future: everything is 

gathered together into this word. And everything that is evoked in this word really takes place: mysterium 

fidei, sacrum convivium, communio. In it God already becomes in reality, even if only under the veil of faith, 

all in all.24 

The anamnesis, the re-membering and re-speaking the passion of Our Lord, are not just the best 

example of primordial words: the anamnesis is in a sense (though Rahner does not explicitly say it) 

the primordial primordial word. The primordial word of the anamnesis and the words of institution in 

particular, do not simply refer particular realities to God in speaking them. The primordial word of the 

anamnesis refers bread and wine, and all the faithful, ALL OF REALITY to God, by Him and with Him 

and in Him. 

 

                                                        
17 cf. ibid. p.303. 
18 ibid. 
19 ibid. p.304. 
20 ibid. 
21 ibid. p.304-305. 
22 ibid. p.305. 
23 ibid. 
24 ibid. p.306. 
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Now, in the context of the Eucharist, and as an analysis of the importance of the anamnesis, this all 

works very well. What is more problematic is that this function of the anamnesis, referring realities to 

the transcendent, to the infinite, to God, is extended to all words to a greater or lesser extent. The 

particular word of the anamnesis bleeds into speaking and words in general. 

 

 

(iv) The anonymous poet-priest? 

 

Here, I will make people who have discussed Rahner with me chuckle. I remain unconvinced by those 

who argue that Rahner's concept of the anonymous Christian is either as important as it is made out 

to be, or so far reaching as to approach universalism. I simply don't think that Rahner's thought 

experiments about people who had absolutely no opportunity to be exposed to the Gospel go that far 

(certainly not in his early work). But, in "Priest and Poet", Rahner may have actually gone there. Rahner 

is writing a foreword for an explicitly Christian poet, who lives a religious life of prayer. I think it is 

quite uncontroversial to consider the implications of that person's work within the context of the 

Eucharist and proclamation of the Gospel. And it is not all that much of a stretch to consider that 

Christian poet's wrestling with human experience in the context of the life of faith as having a 

Eucharistic quality, a kerygmatic aspect, something of the anamnesis about it. But let us consider a 

very different poet. What about the strident atheist who writes of the struggle of the human race for 

liberation from religion and the institution of the church? What about the poet who satirises the 

Christian faith itself – who slips the surly bonds of earth to punch the face of God? Is there anamnesis 

here?  

 

Well, Rahner does not really answer this question. But I am tempted to say that he would answer in 

the negative. A poet who sought to deny God would not in fact be fulfilling realities by referring them 

to the infinite, because that poet would not be referring them to God. Anamnesis is only effective 

because it re-members what is true: so words can only be primordial words when they speak realities 

as they actually are. Remember, it isn't beautiful form that makes poetry for Rahner. Primordial words 

embody realities, make them present by speaking them as they actually are.  

 

And yet, poets do not speak realities by perfectly describing them. The embodiment of realities in 

poetry is not an absolute representation, but a conjuring and a shaping of the mind. So the question 

we must ask Rahner is this: just how close does the poet have to be to expressing the reality of a 

concept as it actually is, for the words of the poet still to be primordial words? How much of that 
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reality can the poet have missed before the words cease to be primordial words? And what of the 

hearer? Can words spoken by the aspiring poet fail to be primordial words for them, and yet be 

received as such by the listener or reader? Does Rahner's anti-Donatism, his insistence that 

sacraments are objective realities regardless of the qualities of the priest, extend to the secular atheist 

writer of words as well? Can an atheist writer be an anonymous poet? If Marx ever wrote words which 

redeemed realities by referring them to the infinite in powerful concentration, would Marx have 

inadvertently redeemed them by referring them to God? Was Marx a poet and, in his own anamnesis, 

a priest? 

 

Rahner does not answer any of these questions, and by throwing in Marx as Rahner's nemesis I am 

being playful. But this does expose a very real problem in Rahner's reasoning. An argument which 

works very well when applied to a Christian priest-poet looks rather less straightforward when applied 

to anyone else. 

 

 

(v) Words & the Word, art & human communication 

 

At the heart of this problem, lies the overidentification of words, spoken or written, with the Word. 

For someone who bangs on rather a lot about the importance of maintaining the personhood of the 

persons of the Trinity, in "Priest and Poet" Rahner allows the Λογος to be so abstracted that He 

becomes almost a function of human speech, the incarnation a function of fulfilling human language. 

And I wonder how Rahner would conceptualise the speaking of primordial words before the 

incarnation. Some analysis of the importance of the Psalms at least would have been useful here, but 

it will not surprise those familiar with Rahner's work to hear that a fundamental engagement with 

scripture is somewhat lacking. In fact (brace yourselves, reformed friends), Rahner only mentions 

scripture to comment that 'We must not maintain that all texts of sacred scripture are poetry.'25 He 

makes an argument that scripture, like Christ, assumes both day-to-day words and primordial words. 

But I'm not sure what importance scripture has for us if it is not poetry speaking primordial words, if 

it is not referring us and opening us to all reality in God. Are there two tiers of text in sacred scripture, 

the primordial and the padding? 

 

The particularity of Christology and the generality of a theology of words do not hold together in 

"Priest and Poet". And this has some disturbing consequences. 

                                                        
25 ibid, p.314. 
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We have already mentioned the possibility of the anonymous poet, who sets out to express something 

else, but inadvertently refers to transcendent reality in God. But there are two contexts in which 

Rahner's reasoning is particularly problematic. 

 

First, we alluded to the incompatibility of Rahner's concept of beauty with the complexity of the 

creative process. The artist does not often verbally express something and then set it down in another 

medium. In part, this problem arises because Rahner will defend to the hilt the objective reality of a 

sacrament, so that if poetic words have sacramental effect they must have an objective beauty which 

arises from their speaking by the poet. But this is not how art works. And it is not how the proclamation 

of the Gospel works either. Art must be received, words must be heard. This is a collaborative process 

between the artist and the person who receives the art. In fact, it could be said that the receiver of 

the art-work has a far greater role than the artist in embodying the reality of the art, for the artist only 

has one shot at communicating to the receiver whereas the receiver has lots of opportunity to interact 

with and mull over the art. And art whose meaning is utterly and completely clear at first glance is 

rarely interesting - and good luck finding a gallery to display... or editor to publish it!  

 

Communication in art is much more collaborative than Rahner admits. And, actually, any good 

preacher will tell you the same is true from the pulpit. And this is why preaching is not a sacrament 

either. The subjective interaction of the hearer as well as the craft of the preacher renders the 

proclamation of the Gospel utterly different to the communication of the presence of God in the 

objective reality of the Eucharist. Artistic expressions of the faith (and I include preaching in that 

category) sit alongside the Eucharist as God's people respond to God's self-gift individually and 

communally, and the concept of primordial words simply misses out this Spirit-led response. 

 

But the second context in which "Priest and Poet"'s reasoning is problematic is in the context of people 

who are non-verbal. How do people who cannot speak or conceive of words in a conventional manner 

themselves speak the primordial words which we must speak or be spiritually dead, as Rahner puts 

it? The identification of words in general and Christ the Word incarnate prioritises linguistic 

communication over others to the extent that all other forms of communication only reflect dimly the 

power of words. Are the non-verbal spiritually dead? Are non-verbal forms of communication like 

visual or tactile art unable to refer us to the infinite without needing verbal exegesis? Rahner's 

approach here seems to me to be unsatisfactory. 
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These criticisms are all the more frustrating to make of Rahner, because in his wider work he does not 

prioritise the incarnate Word, but rather focusses on the more general concept of the self-

communication of God. And this is why I set this paper up as a critique not of Rahner, but of "Priest 

and Poet". Rahner's getting into hot water is not symptomatic, I think, of wider problems in his 

thought. Rather, it should illustrate to us the dangers of too closely identifying Christ the incarnate 

word with the words of human language. The incarnation of the sovereign Word is too much a one-

sided act to provide a type for understanding art. Perhaps a theology of art which factors in the whole 

life of Christ, and the birth of the infant, struggling Church, would be more able to encompass the 

complexity of faithful Christian creativity. I should have liked to hear Rahner's thoughts on this creative 

Church... but, alas, for all that it would have suited his purposes, he never went there.  


